
 

 

Band Biography 
THE SCORCHERS (ORIGINAL SONGS LINE UP)  

The Scorchers Rocksteady Band formed in 2015 but have many years of professional playing between them over the past 25 

years including UK and international touring, playing with well-known bands, appearing on radio and television and playing large 

festivals both in the UK and abroad. 

The Scorchers are now signed to BEAT FACTORY RECORDS and are releasing their first original single "City on fire" a superb Ska 

classic worldwide in 2019. 

The single is followed by their amazing album "Rocksteady Revolution" also released in 2019 worldwide and on all download 

channels, previews of the album have created much excitement. 

The band can go out from a 4 piece to a 9 piece band featuring brilliant authentic vocals, unique tunes and a tight band. 

The band continue to attract more fans, radio plays, festivals gigs and tours, the Rocksteady Revolution has started! 

 

THE SCORCHERS SKA COVERS/FUNCTION BAND 

The Scorchers COVERS line up can perform from a 5 to 9 piece band and can bring their own PA or work with a brilliant PA 

company for larger gigs. 

The band's are proud to have played with the reggae legend Freddie Notes on a number of occasions.  

The covers band has a FUNCTIONS ACT where they play for holiday camps, weddings, corporate events, private parties, gigs and 

festivals where popular Ska and Reggae covers are required. 

They also specialize in VINTAGE SKA from early Jamaica and are proud to be a part of the Ska scene in the UK as they have a love 

of this genre and enjoy playing great Ska classics. 

The band has gifted male and female singers in the covers band which enables them to perform many different tunes. 

They Scorchers are keen to promote classic Jamaican Ska, Reggae and Rocksteady covers to new generations, promote equality 

and with it bring peace and unity to an unsettled world.  

 

Contact  

Steve on 07712654841 

Or email; contact@thescorchers.org.uk 

www.thescorchers.org.uk  
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